Abstract-This letter is concerned with a family of modified turbo-type codes, referred to as turbo-SPC (single parity check) codes. A technique based on the SPC code is introduced to replace puncturing for rate adjustment. A noticeable feature of the proposed scheme is the significantly reduced decoding complexity compared with the standard punctured turbo code. The cost reduction factor becomes more noticeable as rate increases (over ten times for rate 1). The error-rate floor problem known to turbo codes can also be improved using the proposed scheme. For moderate to high rates, performances of about 0.5 dB from the theoretical limits at BER = 10 5 have been observed for turbo-SPC codes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE standard turbo code [1] - [5] consists of two component rateconvolutional codes, resulting in an overall rate of . Puncturing is a standard technique to increase rate if required. Turbo codes with multiple component codes have been studied [6] - [8] for relatively low rate -applications. The decoding cost of a turbo code is directly related to the combined trellis length (i.e., the number of trellis sections) of all the component codes. This length is basically independent of puncturing rate. Fixing the constraint length of the component codes, the standard rateturbo code [1] and the punctured ones [1] , [5] all have roughly the same decoding cost. On the other hand, the combined trellis length (and so the decoding cost) increases linearly with the number of component codes. This constitutes a difficulty in adopting more component codes in turbo-type schemes.
In this letter, we propose an alternative rate adjustment technique based on the single parity check (SPC) code [9] - [14] . The resultant codes (referred to as turbo-SPC codes) consist of multiple component codes. In contrast to a punctured turbo code, the combined trellis length of a turbo-SPC code decreases as rate increases and is independent of the number of component codes if rate is fixed. Consequently, for comparable performance and for medium to high rate, the overall decoding complexity of a turbo-SPC code is significantly lower than that of a standard turbo code. The error-rate floor problem known to turbo codes (and the low-cost concatenated SPC codes [9] ) can also be improved. For medium to high rates, performances of about 0.5 dB from the theoretical limits at have been observed for turbo-SPC codes.
This letter is structured as follows. In Section II, we derive the basic structure of turbo-SPC codes. In Section III, an efficient decoding technique for turbo-SPC codes is outlined. We will present numerical results in Section IV and a complexity analysis in Section V, before concluding in Section VI.
II. ENCODING PRINCIPLES
A binary SPC code always contains an even number of ones. A turbo-SPC encoder involves two concatenation layers. In the first layer, a convolutional code is serially concatenated with an array of SPC codes for rate adjustment. The resultant code is referred to as a convolutional-SPC code. In the second layer, several convolutional-SPC codes are concatenated in parallel for performance enhancement. We will discuss these two layers separately. Fig. 1(a) is the encoder for a convolutional-SPC code . The information bits are arranged as two arrays: and , where and are column vectors (also used as ordinary sequences below). The redundant vector is generated as follows.
A. Convolutional-SPC Code
• Fig. 1(b) ]. Each shares a bit with . Fig. 1(c) is the Bayesian network for the encoding process, in which an oval represents a subcode and an arrow indicates the relationship of two subcodes sharing a common bit. The directions of the arrows indicate the encoding causality. Let and have and rows, respectively. The rate of the final code is
The trellis diagram of can be derived based on the trellis diagram of (Fig. 2 ). This will be useful for computing the BER bound of . From above the parity check of the parity check of (2) 0090-6778/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE Let be the length of information sequence. The trellis length of is (3) As a comparison, the trellis length for a punctured convolutional code is always , regardless of puncturing rate. Clearly, for a high rate [i.e., for large , see (1)], the trellis length of a convolutional-SPC code is considerably shorter than that of a punctured convolutional code.
B. Overall Turbo-SPC Code
A turbo-SPC code is formed by interleaving and encoding an information sequence of length for times (Fig.3) . Let be the redundant vector of the th convolutional-SPC encoder. The overall codeword is with rate (4) 
C. Overall Trellis Length and Decoding Complexity
The overall trellis length of a turbo-SPC code (with component codes) is . Combining this with (3) and (4), we have (5) Notice that decreases as increases and that, fixing is independent of . As will be shown later, approximately determines decoding cost. Thus, roughly speaking, decoding cost decreases as increases and is independent of for a turbo-SPC code.
D. Interleaver Design
If random interleavers are used in a turbo-SPC code, different information bits may appear in or for different times over all component codes. This implies a nonuniform situation. We observed that the following interleaver design leads to better performance than the random one. The basic principle is to distribute every information bit uniformly in and over component codes. For this purpose, divide the information sequence into subsequences, each with size (assuming that divides ), i.e., Let be an integer. Let . For the th component code, denote and . Here is the sequence obtained by excluding from . Two independent random interleavers are applied to and , respectively, to form and . This ensures that over component codes, every information bit will appear in and for exactly and times, respectively.
E. Termination
In our simulation, the circular termination technique of [15] has been adopted. The ending state of one component code is used as the starting state for the next one. Only the last component code is terminated with extra bits [2] . It reduces the overhead due to termination bits.
F. A Heuristic Discussion
Let be the total parity weight of a turbo-SPC code. Then parity weights of component codes (6) Assume that the right-hand side of (6) involves (approximately) independent and identically distributed random variables (the i.i.d. assumption). Applying the Law of Large Numbers, for sufficiently large approaches Gaussian. This indicates a close resemblance between a turbo-SPC code and a "random" code [8] . The latter is a well-known "good code."
The i.i.d. assumption above is conditional. Without the constraint imposed by , e.g., when (and so and ) are all empty, the SPC codes are independent to each other, which results in the scheme discussed in [9] . Then, information and parity weights become correlated. For instance, a weight-1 information word will always produce exactly one nonzero parity bit per component code and the i.i.d. assumption is no longer valid. In this case, codewords with small parity weight represent an error-rate floor problem (as can be seen from the simulation results in [9] ).
On the other hand, assume that is recursive and is not empty. With the interleaver design in Section II-D, the correlation between information and parity weights is small (e.g., a weight-1 information word may produce an indefinite parity weight). Consequently, the number of codewords with small weight decreases rapidly as increases (see [3] and [7] for detailed discussion). This provides an effective solution to the error-rate floor problem.
III. DECODING PRINCIPLES
We now address the decoding issue for turbo-SPC codes. We will only discuss the decoding technique for the component convolutional-SPC codes, which can be plugged into the global iterative decoder detailed in [9] and [16] .
A. Soft-In/Soft-Out A Posteriori Probability (APP) Decoding of Convolutional-SPC Codes
Assume that a binary code is transmitted using the bipolar format . Denote by the noisy observation of the transmitted codeword . The APP decoding is to evaluate the a posteriori likelihood ratios (LRs) (7) or, equivalently, their logarithms (so-called LLRs) [1] , [4] , [17] (8)
An APP decoding starts with the a priori values or of individual bits. Using the trellis diagram ( in Fig. 2 ) of a convolutional-SPC code , the BCJR algorithm can be applied. However, a direct approach involves quite high decoding cost since usually contains a large number of parallel branches. A more efficient method is outlined below. It can be verified by applying the belief propagation algorithm (using the two-way schedule [18] ) to the tree-structured Bayesian network in Fig. 1(c) . "Decode" always implies "APP decode."
Algorithm 1: APP decoding of the convolutional-SPC code defined in Fig. 1 .
Step 1) For every , decode with respect to and generate .
Step 2) Decode using the results of Step 1 as the a priori LLRs for .
Step 3) For every , decode again with respect to the information bits using the result of Step 2 as the a priori LLR for . In the above, Step 2) can be accomplished by the BCJR algorithm [17] . Steps 1) and 3) are detailed below.
B. Implementation of Steps 1) and 3) in Algorithm 1
Step 1) Let be a column SPC codeword, where for and for (see Fig. 1 ). Let the a priori LRs of be . Based on the APP decoding method for an SPC code outlined in the Appendix (9) where is evaluated by a forward recursion as (with , see (16) in the Appendix For each curve, the solid part is the simulated result and the dashed part the union bound. The turbo code is the (23, 37) one [19] . In generating the bounds, we assume that log S extra bits per component code are used for termination. and , where is generated by a backward recursion (with )
The output is over the whole codeword , not just , as carries all the information in . The combined cost of Steps 1) and 3) in (10)- (12) is approximately seven multiplications and six additions per information bit, per component code. As a comparison, the BCJR algorithm for an -state, rateconvolutional code costs about multiplications and additions per trellis section (including normalization [4] ). For , the cost of Step 2) is usually the dominant factor.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We will use for interleaver length, for state number, for rate, for number of component codes, and for iteration number.
Recall that fixing and is constrained by (4). For example, for and , we have and , respectively. With this constraint, and can have several choices. It is interesting to see in Fig. 4 that different selections of values may affect the performance slightly. We are still investigating a satisfactory explanation of this observation.
It is seen in Fig. 4 that the performances of the two-or fourstate turbo-SPC codes are very close to those of the 16-state punctured turbo codes. We observed that for good performance, four component codes are necessary for two-state turbo-SPC codes but three component codes can be sufficient for four-state ones. The convergence speed of turbo-SPC codes is quite similar to the standard turbo codes (see [12] for simulated results).
For a more thorough comparison, both simulated results and the union bounds on BER are included in Fig. 5 (simulation is time-consuming for and union bounds are loose for ). Notice that the turbo-SPC code with and demonstrates the best error-rate floor behavior among the codes compared in Fig. 5 . It appears that for requirements of , two-state turbo-SPC codes are sufficient (such codes are special cases of the concatenated tree codes discussed in [16] ). For high-quality requirements of (such as for data transmission), four-state codes or higher may be necessary.
Only the results with are included in Fig. 5 , since if is empty, the distance spectrum for a turbo-SPC code can be generated based on the technique in [3] and the trellis diagram in Fig. 2 . If is not empty, however, two interleavers are required for each component code (as explained in Section II-D). Thus, the "uniform" interleaver technique introduced in [3] does not directly apply and this issue is still under investigation.
In principle, there are two approaches to suppressing error-rate floor, either by increasing the complexity of component codes or by using more component codes. Both methods result in increased decoding costs for standard turbo codes. However, for turbo-SPC codes, using more component codes only increases decoding cost marginally (see (14) below). Clearly, the latter approach provides an efficient treatment for the error-rate floor problem.
The performances of the four-state turbo-SPC codes with different rates are shown in Fig. 6 . In all the cases, the performances are only about 0.5 dB away from the theoretical limits. The heavily punctured 16-state turbo codes [5] can achieve similar performance, but their decoding complexities are considerably higher (see Section V).
V. COMPLEXITY COMPARISONS
As mentioned in Section III-B, the BCJR algorithm in Step 2) dominates the decoding cost of Algorithm 1 for . Define the decoding complexity ratio in (13) , shown at the bottom of the page. For a standard punctured turbo code, the total trellis length is regardless of . For a turbo-SPC code, the total trellis length is [see (5)] regardless of . Let and be the state numbers of and , respectively. We have (14) For example, for and , (as compared in Figs. 4 and 5) . The actual cost ratio is slightly Furthermore, when rate increases toward 1, the trellis length given in (3) decreases toward zero and the relative decoding cost of Step 2) in Algorithm 1 diminishes (but then the costs of Steps 1) and 3) cannot be ignored). As an example, for rate-, a turbo-SPC code (see Fig. 6 ) is about ten times more cost effective than a punctured 16-state turbo code.
The BCJR algorithm needs to store real values during the forward recursion ( is the trellis length for a component code). From Section IV, and for a turbo-SPC code are typically much less than those of a standard turbo code with comparable performance. This indicates greatly reduced storage requirement for the turbo-SPC code.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on the above discussion, we conclude that the turbo-SPC code has significantly lower decoding complexity than the standard turbo code. (15) information [1] in about . Denote this function by . Let " " represent the union of two nonoverlapping sets. Decompose as and decompose accordingly as . Let be a SPC codeword over containing an even number of " ." Then define (15) , shown at the top of the page, where even (respectively, odd) means that contains an even (respectively, odd) number of " ." From (15) , can be recursively evaluated as [20] 
Notice that the operation involved in (16) is equivalent to the box-plus operation in [21] . Let and be two LR values. Then and are the corresponding LLR values. The -function in (16) can be implemented in the logarithm domain as Ignoring sign taking, an -function costs four additions and two searches of the lookup table for .
